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Challenges in Agriculture 
� India has a very diverse agriculture land and requires categorical and structured way to 

manage farming.

� Besides number of schemes and facilities there are various challenges in agriculture sector 
like flood, drought, soil health, unexpected weather changes that trouble farmers

� Challenges come with huge losses and has adverse effect on various domains.

� Now days its necessary to synchronize verticals in agriculture and communications to help 
each otherFlood Drought Frost Soil Nutrient Imbalance



Technologies and its Uses
� Developments in Industrial Automation and agriculture sector also need to be integrated.

� Various sectors changing their way of doing business with evolving communication 
infrastructure.

�  Agriculture sector can be modernized by use of AI/ML prediction and Alert.

�  Making inter communication between different verticals need to be made easy and 
convenient.

�  5G and Next-G coming with huge data band and low latency can be utilized for critical 
applications as well.

�  Much needed objective in agriculture domain is to make things automated and predictive, 
that will help farmers, govt and cooperative agencies to facilitate and empower end user.



Smart खेत



Smart Agriculture Proposed model
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Nodes and their working
� AE-1/ Farmer End :-  This node will setup and deploy/monitor the sensor devices and port 

enabler to operate appliances, having UEs like mobile and laptop etc.

� AE-3/ Govt/PSU End (GIS Data visibility) :- This node will have the web access to different 
organizations GIS Data visibility and also have the rights to send pre alert and notification in 
defined geographical area.

� AE2/IPE Field Node :- This node  have the field sensor and actuator devices which are 
directly controlled and monitor by end user, having IPE, Sensors, remote relays etc.

� IN-CSE/ M2M Server :-  This node will have the common services functionalities that will be 
available through our MN-CSE like Registration, Subscription, Security, Discovery, Device 
management, Location, Group management etc.

� ISP/ MNO : - This node is independent, ie this can be any network service provider over any 
interface like RF, Optical, Satellite etc.



Sensors and Actuators
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Application Model

� INVAS would be the first node where all sensor data receive directly for 
CCSP.

� Received data will process and store on local server for further utilization 
like prediction, suggestion and actuator enablement.

� The whole purpose of processing data, to make available end users in very 
efficient way. As we received only raw data from CCSP.

� User will get notification on every platform like mobile app and messages.



OneM2M and INVAS

� oneM2M is a / will be de-facto standard of interoperability between different verticals that 
facilitate different types of services like Industry automation, smart city, smart infrastructures, 
smart hospitals etc.

� INVAS has got license of oneM2M Service Provider and we aim to use it by developing 
applications for benefit of society at large, with focus on lowest level of user. 

� For making this possible we intend to utilize common service functionality of CSE developed by 
CDOT.

� We are in initial stage of development and shall get to prototype stage very soon for field testing. 

� OneM2M standards provide us with interoperability and functionality to manage our product and 
services in very secure and managed way.

� We shall also develop parallelly more such application benefiting the lowest strata of our society. 



Road-Map

� The target to build a robust infrastructure that has end to end solution from crop planning to 
market reach.

� The motive of our solution is to target and benefit end user like farmers. They can use facility to 
monitor crop remotely, appliances enablement, get statistical data, pre monsoon alert, best 
farming techniques, soil health etc.

� Further the solution template can be utilized in different domain like smart city, smart village 
and smart infrastructure. 

� The field data can be extended to district level, state level, and country level for government 
and value added service provider.

�  The field data can be utilized to estimate actual losses in field, pre alert farmers and suggest 
remedies.

� Our model can be utilized by government authorities.  Authorization and credentials can be 
customized.



AE-1/ Farmer End – Utilization
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AE-1/ Farmer End – Utilization-contd..
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M2M SP/ Developer (IN-CSE) -Responsibility
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AE-3/ Govt/PSU End (GIS Data Visibility)
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Way Forward…

� Standardization and interoperability has been an issue in maximising the benefits of 
applications. oneM2M standard can be utilized to fill the gap.

�Needs a very strong collaboration between various entities, where all aspects of different 
verticals talk to each other and get sufficient data for accurate AI/ML predictions.

�oneM2M is the best bet to standardise things and ensure interoperability between different 
silos. INVAS as the industry connect has already pledged to play its role in a proactive way.

�Smart Agriculture is need of hour for India and world community at large. INVAS as a 
OneM2M service provider is developing applications around this which will benefit the farmer 
and enable Govt  to monitor and optimise resources for benefit of farmers under various 
schemes like Antyodaya Yojana.
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